
Puzzle Mixed Media 
 

Idea from http://www.craftster.org/forum/index.php?topic=351118.0 
 
Materials 

 Large puzzle http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-
listing/B00DC05HV2/ref=dp_olp_new_mbc?ie=UTF8&condition=new (about $32+6 
shipping) 
Each piece about 2.5x3 – per kid. 

 Oil pastels 

 Color markers – permanent or gel markers. Make sure they are fresh not running low on 
ink. May need thin black markers. Check marker section at Art Stores 

 Brushes and acrylic paint. (Paint should not be watery because glossy paper will not 
absorb as much liquid) 

 Kitchen paper towels 

 Glue 

 Scissors 

 Origami paper pack or create texture papers 

 Mat board to mount the puzzle (to carry to frame shop) 

 Stamps, texture tools from AI closet 
 

Put arrow pointing up on backside to show which side is up? 
Up close one is origami paper with 3D koi fish 
 
Testing the glossy surface 
You can have a practice session by buying couple of continguous pieces from small blank 
puzzles (about $1 each) (Amazon or A&C in Seattle. Michaels may have them) 
 
Buy other glossy paper to test which media will work. DO NOT USE WATERCOLOR. 
 
 
Large puzzle piece: 

1. Put name on back of puzzle 
2. You can also gesso the puzzle pieces to give more tooth for apply pastels, chalks. 
3. Look into making own thin paper for students to cut and college onto their piece 
4. Metallic markers, use some sharpies –sparingly. DO NOT use markers exclusively 
5. Look for tiny stamps. Or part of an image (example below is part of an eye) 
6. Use texture tools in AI closet to create textures and interesting backgrounds 
7. Let paint dry before proceeding. Hairdryer might reduce dry time 
8. Consider letting student includes phrase or words. If so, decide what. Perhaps they can 

do so on the computer or type up and print for them for next session. 

http://www.craftster.org/forum/index.php?topic=351118.0
http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/B00DC05HV2/ref=dp_olp_new_mbc?ie=UTF8&condition=new
http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/B00DC05HV2/ref=dp_olp_new_mbc?ie=UTF8&condition=new


9. Choose a frame with glass to enclose. Mount completed puzzle on mat board. Because 
puzzle is not very large, you can make it feel more grand with 2-3” mat board margin on 
all 4 sides when choosing a frame size 
 

 



  



GENERAL TIP: What size paper/canvas do I 
buy? 

1. Size of artwork – most of pieces we produce are flat, 2-dimensional to be wall-hung.  Make a 

statement with a sizable piece. You also need something large enough for a class to display their 

individual pieces or as a group composition, student work a fairly good size area or are not have 

to produce miniature sized components (eg. No tiny leaves) 

2. Determine art work size 

a. If individual pieces, a 3x3-3x5, 4x6, 5x5 are good. Small class can accommodate larger 

individual pieces. Determine the grid you will use to display: 4x6 =24 spaces, 4x7 for 28 

spaces, etc. You can have the teacher’s piece fill in the last spot if you have 23 or 27 

students, as an example.  

b. After you determine grid, decide what margin you have in between the pieces. Less than 

1” between individual pieces may be too tight. Add up the widths and lengths of images 

and margins to find out your image size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Buying/bringing extra paper 

a. If you are creating one large image, consider buying two in case something happens.  

b. Also bring extra pieces of lower quality paper to practice on (copy paper, drawing 

paper). 

4. If your frame is going to be VERY large, consider two frames or canvases. If it is super large, you 

will also have challenges fitting it in your car  

 

Common Frame Sizes 

12x18, 13x19, 14x18, 16x20, 18x24, 

20x24, 20,x 30, 24x30, 24x36 

22x28 and 27x40 have fewer 

selections 


